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THE GENERALITYPROBLEMFOR RELIABILISM
(Received 8 October 1997)

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliabilismand the GeneralityProblem
Reliabilism is the most widely discussed contemporaryepistemological theory.The most widely discussed version of reliabilism is
processreliabilism,which makesthe processesthatcause andsustain
beliefs epistemically crucial. The central idea of process reliability
theoriesof epistemicjustificationis this:
RJ. A belief is justifiedif and only if it is producedby a process
thatreliably leads to truebeliefs.'
A fully articulatedreliabilist theory must identify with sufficient
claritythe natureof the processes it invokes. In doing so, the theory
confrontswhat has come to be known as 'the generalityproblem'.2
A simple example will show the natureof the problem.Suppose
thatSmithhas good vision andis familiarwith the visible differences
among common species of trees. Smith looks out a house window
one sunnyafternoonandsees a plainlyvisible nearbymapletree.She
forms the belief that thereis a maple tree near the house. Assuming
everything else in the example is normal, this belief is justified
and Smith knows that there is a maple tree near the house. Process
reliabilisttheoriesreach the rightverdict about this case only if it is
true that the process that caused Smith's belief is reliable. And one
might think that the process is obviously reliable. However, before
accepting this conclusion, we should think carefully about exactly
what thatprocess is and what its reliabilityconsists in.
Lightreflectsfromthe treeandits surroundingsinto Smith'seyes.
Optic neural events result, and these produce furtherneuralevents
within Smith'sbrain.Particularconcreteoccurrences,involving sensory neural simulationin combinationwith complex standingconPhilosophical Studies 89: 1-29, 1998.
? 1998 KluwerAcademicPublishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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ditions in Smith's brain, result in Smith forming the belief. This
sequence of concrete events is the process that caused the belief.
So, if we take the process that must be reliable to be composed
of causally active events that bring about the belief, then reliabilism requiresfor justificationthat a sequence of concrete events is
reliable.
However,reliabilityis a kindof tendency.The notionof reliability
applies straightforwardlyonly to enduringmechanisms,such as an
eye or a whole visual system, and to repeatabletypes of processes,
such as the type: visually initiatedbelief formation.Reliabilitydoes
not apply in any obvious way to the particularsequenceof concrete
events that caused Smith's belief on this occasion. Each event in
the sequence happensonly once and the sequence causes whatever
beliefs resultjust on that occasion. Process reliabilistswho realize
this have sought the requisite reliability in the types of process of
which particularcausal sequences are tokens.3
As many reliabilists have recognized, each token process that
causes a particularbelief is of numerousdifferenttypes of widely
varyingreliability.The token event sequence in our example of seeing the maple tree is an instance of the following types, among
others:visually initiatedbelief-formingprocess, process of a retinal
image of such-and-suchspecific characteristicsleading to a belief
that there is a maple tree nearby,process of relying on a leaf shape
to form a tree-classifyingjudgment,perceptualprocess of classifying by species a tree located behind a solid obstruction,etc. The
number of types is unlimited. They are as numerousas the properties had by the belief-forming process. Thus, process reliability
theories confront the question of which type must be reliable for
the resultingbelief to be justified. It is clear that the answer to this
question will significantlyaffect the implicationsof the theory.For
instance, while visually formed beliefs in general seem to be fairly
reliable, processes that use a characteristicallymaple-leafishvisual
experienceto judge thata maple tree is nearseem muchmore highly
reliable,andperceptualprocessesleadingto a belief thata tree,which
is behinda solid obstruction,is of a particularspecies seem generally
unreliable,in spite of the fact that in some of their instances, such
as the presentcase, the obstructionis transparent.The process token
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is of endlessly many other types as well, types of extremelyvaried
reliability.So, which type has to be sufficientlyreliable?
Processreliabilistsmust solve this generalityproblem.A solution
identifies the type whose reliability determines whether a process
token yields justification.4This type is "the relevant type" for that
token. Thus, it is not the causally active process token thathas to be
sufficientlyreliable,accordingto reliabilists.It is the relevanttype of
the process. We need to know whatdeterminesthis sortof relevance.
Withouta specificationof the relevant type, process reliabilism
is radically incomplete. Only when a bearerof reliabilityhas been
identifieddoes the theoryhave any implicationsabout the justification of beliefs in particularcases. Philosophersoften overlook this.
They purportto determinewhetheror not a given belief is justified
accordingto reliabilismusing nothingmore thanone descriptionof
the process causing the belief. No such inference is acceptable.The
theorymust firstbe elaboratedat least enoughto imply exactly what
process type has to be reliablein the case in question.A fully general
reliabilisttheory of justificationhas to do this for all cases in which
there is a fact of the matter.
A secondnecessarytaskfor processreliabilistsis to specify which
situationsof a process type's operationdeterminewhetheror not the
type is reliable. Strengthof reliability might be settled by the frequency with which the process actually produces true beliefs or
ratherby its truth-to-falsehoodoutput ratio in certain counterfactual circumstances.The generality problem arises no matterhow
this question about reliabilityis answered.William Alston's sensible specificationof what determinesthe reliabilityof a process type
will do for presentpurposes:
R.

A process type is reliable if and only if it would yield a
high proportionof truthsover a wide rangeof situationsof
the sort we typically encounter.5

B. Necessary Conditionsfor a Solutionto the GeneralityProblem
A solution to the generalityproblemmust meet the following three
conditions.
First, it must be principled. Given the multiplicity of beliefforming process types and their variations in reliability,it is easy
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to make ad hoc case-by-case selections of types that match our
intuitions. But case-by-case selections of relevant types does not
constituteworkingout a reliabilisttheoryof justification.
The claim that the reliabilityof "therelevanttype" of the beliefforming process is what determinesa belief's justificationis analogous to the claim that"thesuitabletype"of a horse is whatproduces
victory in a horse race. In the absence of furtherexplanation,this
use of 'suitable' has no definitecontent. On its own, the phrase 'the
suitabletype of horse' tells us nothingaboutwhat makeshorses win
races.If thereis no furtherexplanationbutratherwe areofferedcaseby-case choices of "suitability-makingproperties",choices made on
the basis of knowing which horses are the winners, then the claim
is no closer to having any definite content. Clearly,a general basis
for identifying suitabilityis requiredfor the claim to say more than
just that somethingor other makes each winning horse win its race.
Analogously,we have an informativereliabilisttheoryof knowledge
or justificationonly after we are told what determines"therelevant
type"in general.
Although a solution must be principled,it need not state necessary and sufficientconditionsfor relevance thatare eitherprecise or
always determinate.Claims to the effect that a belief is "epistemically justified"might be vague and they might be context-sensitive
in various ways. A solution must be universal only in that it must
specify the relevant type whenever there are definite facts about
justification.
The second requirementfor solving the generalityproblemis that
the rule must make defensible epistemic classifications. Stating a
general rule of relevance that merely assigns some type or other to
each process token does not constitutean adequatesolution to the
generalityproblem.6The types identifiedmust have a reliabilitythat
is plausiblycorrelatedwith the justificationof the resultingbeliefs.
Finally, a solution must remaintrue to the spiritof the reliabilist
approach.We are addressingprocess reliability theories.7So, the
rule of relevance must somehow implement the basic idea that it
is the reliability of a process of belief formation,specified in nonepistemicterms,thatsettles the epistemicstatusof the belief. Process
reliabilists characteristicallythink that a belief is justified because
the workingsof the process thatproducedit (or sustainedit) are sufThis content downloaded from 138.251.14.35 on Sun, 17 May 2015 17:50:40 UTC
All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions
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ficiently conducive to generatingtruebeliefs. A solution to the generalityproblemwould specify those workings so as to bear out this
idea. A solution thus cannot identify the relevanttype for a process
in a way that merely smuggles a non-reliabilistepistemic evaluation into the characterizationof relevant types. For instance, one
could develop a form of "reliabilism"thatjust restatesan evidentialist theoryof justificationin a roundaboutway. Pseudo-reliabilismof
this sortholds thatthereareonly two relevanttypes of belief-forming
process. One type is "belief based on adequateevidence" and the
other type is "belief based on inadequateevidence". Assuming that
the first of these is reliable and the second is not, this version of
reliabilism will get plausible results (or at least results that an evidentialist would find plausible).8But this theory is only verbally a
version of reliabilism.It mentionsthe processes of belief formation
only in orderto characterizethe qualityof the evidence for the belief.
This is obviously incompatiblewith the spiritof process reliabilism.
C. Our Thesis
Ourthesis is thatthe prospectsfor a solutionto thegeneralityproblem
for process reliabilismare worse thanbleak. We will investigatethe
meritsof approachesexemplifiedby severalrecentproposals.There
is no significant progress in any of these approaches,singly or in
combination.The basic process reliabilistideajust does not pan out.
It is reasonableto look for a solutionto the generalityproblemin
three places: common sense, science, and context. Common sense
is the likeliest source. As we shall soon see, Alvin Goldman'searly
account of reliabilism draws much of its initial attractionfrom the
prima facie correlation between justified beliefs and beliefs produced by common sense types of processes that are probablyreliable. Goldmanimmediatelyrealized that some refinementof these
common sense types is needed, for reasons that we shall illustrate
below. But at first glance the thought is appealing that common
sense process types like "carefulperception","vivid memory"and
the like are reliable. So, it makes sense to pursuethe reliabilistidea
thatthese types of process producejustified beliefs because of their
reliability.In contrast,common sense belief-formingprocess types
like "guessing"seem to be unreliableand seem to yield unjustified
beliefs.
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If, as we shall argue, common sense types will not do, then the
next likeliest source of relevance is scientific classification.Scientific types of belief-formingprocesses are types that correspondto
the predicatesthat enter into the laws and explanationsof science.
We shall next investigate the possibility of solving the generality
problemby identifyingrelevanttypes with these scientific types.
Anotherreasonablethoughtis thatdifferenttypes are relevantto
justificationin differentcontexts,just as differentcomparisonclasses
determinethe applicationof terms like 'small' and 'far' in different
contexts and just as differentreference classes determinethe truth
value of probabilityjudgmentsin differentcontexts. Thus, we shall
consider next the merits of contextualistsolutions to the generality
problem.
We shall argue that none of these approachesworks out. This
mightraisethe concernthatour way of posing of the generalityproblem for reliabilism is somehow ill-conceived. It might be thought
that the relevant types are obvious when the question is properly
understood,or thatno general solution is actuallyneeded. We shall
take up this line of thinkingas well.
Thatexhauststhereasonablephilosophicalapproachesto the generalityproblem.If they all fail, then so does process reliabilism.

II. COMMONSENSE TYPES

In his pioneering defense of process reliabilism, Alvin Goldman
appeals to common sense process types in an effort to convey the
plausibilityof the theory.He writes,
... what kinds of cause confer justifiedness?We can gain some insight into this
problem by reviewing some faulty processes of belief-formation,i.e., processes
whose belief-outputswould be classed as unjustified.Here are some examples:
confused reasoning, wishful thinking, reliance on emotional attachment,mere
hunchor guesswork,andhastygeneralization.Whatdo thesefaultyprocesseshave
in common? They share the feature of unreliability:they tend to produceerror
a large proportionof the time. By contrast,which species of belief-forming (or
They include
belief-sustaining)processes are intuitivelyjustification-conferring?
standardperceptualprocesses, remembering,good reasoninf, and introspection.
What these processes seem to have in common is reliability.

Thinking of reliabilism in terms of these types gives the theory its
initial appeal.
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However, common sense types have two liabilities as the basis
for a solution to the generalityproblem.First,thereare far too many
commonsense types to providea uniqueidentificationof the relevant
type for each process token. In our initial example, Smith's visually
formed maple tree belief resultsfrom a process instantiatingall the
following common sense types: visual process, perceptualprocess,
tree-identifyingprocess, daytime process, indoor process, etc., etc.
These types differ widely in their reliability.So, we still need to be
told which one determines the justificatorystatus of the resulting
belief.
The othermain problemwith the types Goldmanmentionsis that
not all beliefs resulting from any one such type are even approximately equally justified. Consideranothercommon sense type that
Goldman refers to, brief and hasty scanning. Sometimes, on the
basis of a brief and hasty scanning we can get extremely well justified beliefs, as when we see in a glance that there is a tree in the
backyard.Othertimes brief and hasty scanningdoes not yield a justified belief, as when the belief concerns exactly how many leaves
are on the tree. Simple common sense classifications are thus too
broadto make the right epistemic distinctionsamong beliefs.
In a recent discussion of the generalityproblem,William Alston
sometimes calls what he proposes as the relevant types "habits"of
belief formation.10Likewise, CharlesWallis appeals to "strategies"
of belief formation."1Habit and strategyare common sense classifications of some of the ways we form beliefs. In classifying trees
by species, an expert naturalisthas identifying routines that differ
considerablyfrom those of novice and ill-informedtree classifiers,
even thoughall of them may judge by experiencingthe same views
of the trees. The expert is betterjustified. So there is some initial
plausibility in the idea that it is the "routine",the "habitof mind",
the "strategy",employed in forming a given belief that determines
its level of justification.12This suggests:
H. The relevant type for any belief-forming process token
is the habit of mind, or belief-forming strategy, that it
instantiates.
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For a large class of cases, it is doubtfulthat (H) serves to identify a single relevanttype. This is because many process tokens are
instances of more than one habit. Smith, our maple tree identifier,
may have a habitof concentratingwhile makingcarefulvisualjudgments, a habit of calling to mind types of trees known to be in the
area when making species classifications, and a habit of counting
points on leaves for identifyingdeciduoustrees. Some of her beliefforming process tokens result from the employment of all three
habits. So there would be no such thing as "thehabit"employed on
those occasions, and thus no relevanttype by the presentproposal.
Thereare,furthermore,cases in whichjustifiedbeliefs areformed
in a way that is in no intuitive sense "habitual",or "routine",or
"strategy-employing".For instance,Smith might happento notice a
cardinalon a branchof the maple tree, and be therebyjustified in
believing thata cardinalis there. She is not employing any strategy,
or habit,or routine,in formingthis belief. Thus,a theorythatrequires
a high enough reliabilityfor the relevanttype here would conclude
thatthe belief is not justified, since there is no habit or strategythat
is either reliable or unreliable. Yet in many such cases the belief
clearly is justified.
Also, the same belief-forming habit can produce some justified
beliefs and some unjustifiedones. Jones mightmake a habitof judging the theme of a philosophyarticleby readingonly its concluding
paragraph.Sometimesthe theme is clearlypresentedthereandJones
will be justified.Othertimes the finalparagraphdoes not make clear
the pointof the paperandJones will not gainjustificationby employing this procedure.
Anotherapproachusing common sense classificationswould be
to hold that the solution to the generality problem is to classify
togetherprocesses thatproduceequally generalbeliefs:
G. Two process tokens are of the same relevant type if and
only if they generatebeliefs at the same level of generality.
(G) has no promise as a solution to the generalityproblem. The
problemof findingthe relevanttype does not reduceto thatof finding
the right level of generalityfor the contents of the resultingbeliefs.
It is often not clear what "level of generality"a belief has. But
This content downloaded from 138.251.14.35 on Sun, 17 May 2015 17:50:40 UTC
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if there is any merit in the approachthat (G) represents,then two
judgments will be at the same level of generality if their contents
consist in classifying an individualby species. Thus, the following
visually based beliefs are all at the same level of generality: this
is a mountain-goat,this is a giraffe, this is a crocodile, this is an
alligator.(G) implies that all such classificatorybeliefs result from
the samerelevanttype, andhence all areequallyjustified.But clearly
this is not so. For instance, some such beliefs are based on more
justifying perceptible features than others. To ordinaryobservers,
nearbygiraffesareprettyobvious, while nearbycrocodilesareeasily
mistakenfor alligators.Processes generatingequally generalbeliefs
are not all equallyjustifying.
A similar idea would be. to distinguish processes in terms of
the identity of their particularoutput beliefs, so that the different
beliefs just mentioned would result from different relevant types
of processes. This has numerousunacceptableresults too, however.
Clearlythere are bothjustified and unjustifiedexamples of belief in
the same proposition.
There is no reason to think that any appeal to simple common
sense types will solve the generality problem. Their main liability
is that they are too broad to differentiateproperlyamong the justification levels of our various beliefs. Less simple types can be
constructedby conjoining together the broad common sense classifications that we have been discussing. These can be much narrower,for instance:visual process causing a belief thatclassifies by
species a close, unobstructed,opaqueobject, in brightsunlight.But
the membersof such types still vary in their degree of justification
dependingon such things as whetherthe viewer is familiarwith the
visual appearanceof the species from the viewing angle, has normal
vision, is intoxicated, is expecting visual trickery,is emotionally
distraught,etc.. There is no good reason to believe that even such
narrow kinds will include only equally justified beliefs, however
elaborately they are specified, as long as they use only common
sense nonepistemiccategories."3
Common sense types thus do not stand scrutinyas candidatesto
provide a satisfactorysolution to the generalityproblem.
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III. SCIENCE

It is in keeping with the "naturalistic"spirit of reliabilist theories
to look for classifying help from naturalscience. One temptingline
of thought is that reliabilistscan count on cognitive psychology to
identify the types of belief-formingprocesses that will be useful to
their theory.Suggestions of a such a view can be found in writings
by Alston, Goldmanand RalphBaergen.14
A. Natural Kinds
Alston's mentionof habitsof mind is not his theoreticalproposalfor
coping with the generalityproblem.Rather,he suggests thatbeliefformingprocess tokens belong to naturalkinds and thatthese kinds
are the types to which reliabilistsought appeal.He writes:
With a process token, as with any other particular,any of its propertiescan be
said to be correlatedwith a type to which it belongs ... Even if it is truethatyou
and I belong to indefinitely many classes, such as objects weighing more than
ten pounds, objects that exist in the twentiethcentury,objects mentionedin this
paper, etc. etc., it is still the case thatmembershipin the class of humanbeings is
fundamentalfor what we are in a way that those others are not, just because it is
the naturalkind to which we belong. I shall suggest that somethinganalogousis
true of belief-formingprocesses - that there are fundamentalconsiderationsthat
markout, for each such process token, a type that is somethinglike its "natural
kind".15

Althoughthis is not Alston's final accountof the matter,it is important to see that more is needed. Merely citing the fact that each
belief-formingprocess falls into a naturalkind does not provide an
adequaterule of relevance. To see this, note the inadequacyof the
following solution to the generalityproblem.
NS 1. The relevanttype for any belief formingprocess token is
the naturalkind to which it belongs.
Process tokens may belong to naturalkinds. Still, there is no
good reason to thinkthateach token belongs to just a single natural
kind, and hence no reason to think that (NS 1) provides a solution
to the generalityproblem.What the naturalkinds of belief-forming
processes are is up for grabs,butevery belief-formingprocess token
is categorized in multipleways by laws in each of several sciences.
These all seem to be naturalkindsof the process,accordingto current
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science. Reasonablecandidatesfor naturalkinds of a typical visual
belief-forming process include electrochemical process, organic
process, perceptualprocess, visual process, and facial-recognition
process. All belief-formingprocess tokens are thus in a multiplicity
of naturalkinds. So (NS 1) does not single out a relevanttype for any
such process. These naturalkinds differ widely in their reliability.
So, (NS 1) does not solve the generalityproblem.
B. Psychological Realism
Process tokens thus belong to numerousnaturalkinds. Alston contends, however, that for each belief-formingprocess token there is
only one type that is "psychologicallyreal".His suggestion is that
this type is the relevanttype.
According to Alston, every process token instantiateswhat he
calls a "function".He stipulatesthat this term is to have its mathematicalsense. In the case of beliefs formedon the basis of perceptual
experience, these functions take as inputsfeaturesof experience to
which we areresponsiveandyield beliefs as outputs.Alston is aware
that each particularinput/outputpair is in the extension of many
mathematicalfunctions, but he claims that there is only one such
functionthat any belief-formingprocess actually is an "activation"
of. Only this one is psychologically real.'6
The intendedsolution to the generalityproblemseems to be:
NS2. The relevant type for any process token is the natural
psychological kind correspondingto the function that is
actuallyoperativein the formationof the belief.
(NS2) does narrowthe set of candidatesfor relevant types. Furthermore,psychology does aspireto providepsychological explanations of at least all normallyacquiredbeliefs."7If this aspirationis
met, therewill be psychological types of belief-formingprocess for
all such beliefs.
If (NS2) provides a solutionto the generalityproblem,it must be
thatthereis only one actuallyoperative"psychologicallyreal"type
for each belief-forming process. In apparentsupportof this, while
discussing the applicationof (N2) to beliefs resulting from vision,
Alston emphasizes that there is a fact about which elements of a
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visual scene a person responds to in forming a belief about what is
present.Thus, in ourexample aboutSmithandthe maple tree, Smith
might form her belief on the basis of noticing certainfeaturesof leaf
shape.The token process thereforegoes from these inputfeaturesto
that belief. In other examples, when presentedwith the same scene
Smith might pick up on features such as the tree's overall shape or
barktexture,ratherthan leaf shape. These considerationsshow that
the relevant type in the original case must be one that corresponds
to a function having as an input/outputpair the leaf-shape features
to which Smith respondsand the belief that she forms.
This may limit somewhat the candidatesfor relevant types, but
in Smith's case therestill are numerousoverlappingfunctionalrelations, and correspondingpsychological process types, that include
the input/outputpair we've identified.There is a very narrowfunction that goes fromjust the leaf shape that Smithnotices as inputto
just the outputof Smith'sparticularbelief thata mapletree is nearby.
There is anotherfunction, one that maps a variety of fairly similar
inputs,includingthe particularshape thatSmith noticed, onto some
belief or otherto the effect thatthereis a mapletreenearby,including
the belief Smith forms. There is a broaderfunction,one thatmaps a
varietyof somewhatsimilarinputs,all involving visual shapes, onto
either the belief that there is a maple tree nearby or the belief that
thereis an oak tree nearbyor the belief thatthereis elm tree nearby,
etc. There are still broadertypes that include the original pair, and
add new inputsinvolving variousothersensorycues. In many cases,
all these functionalcausal relations,and many othersas well, would
be actuallyoperativein forming Smith's belief. Smith's disposition
to form the particularbelief thatshe did on the basis of the particular
shape that she saw is partof these broaderclassifying dispositions.
The one event of belief-formationmanifests them all. Thus, in this
and other typical cases, there are a multitudeof actually operative
psychological types.
An example from anotherdomain may help to make this point
clearer.Supposethata certainpot of waterat sea level is broughtto
a boil. Thereoccurreda certainsequenceof concreteevents leading
to the boiling of the water.This sequence instantiatesany numberof
types, all "physicallyreal".Wecan identifythese types in termsof the
functionsthatdescribetheirfinal stage. At any given pressure,there
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is a functionthatmaps wateronto a certaintemperature- its boiling
point. This correspondsto the process "bringingwater to a boil at
sea-level atmosphericpressure".There is a broadertype, "bringing
waterto a boil".The functioncorrespondingto this secondtype takes
waterand varyingpressuresas inputs,and yields a boiling point for
water at each temperature.A still broaderfunction takes as inputs
triplesof temperatures,pressures,and types of liquid and yields the
boiling pointfor each. This correspondsto the type "bringingliquids
to a boil".The tokenprocessin ourexampleis an instanceof all these
types. It is not the case thatonly one is "physicallyreal".All of them
accuratelycharacterizewhat occurredin the pot. Similarly,far too
many functions are "psychologicallyreal". They all correspondto
naturalpsychological kinds. So, (NS2) fails to identify the relevant
type.
C. MaximumSpecificityand Narrow Causal Types
Alston also suggests that his psychological realism implies, or at
least is compatible with, a differentspecificationof relevanttypes,
one thatrelies on completelycausally specificfunctions.He assumes
that "the functions in question are maximally specific, in that any
difference in input that is registered by the function indicates a
differentfunction".18 Makinguse of this idea of maximalspecificity
is one way of tryingto make good on the idea thatonly one function
is "operative"in the formationof any belief.'9
In any case where a person forms a belief on the basis of a perceptual experience, some featuresof the experience contributeto a
belief-formingcausal sequencethatstartswith the experience.Other
featuresof the experienceplay no causalrole. The same goes for subsequentevents in the sequence leading to the belief. Some features
of these events help to cause the belief, othersdo not. The maximum
specificity proposal is the idea that the relevant type includes all
and only processtokens with the same causal features:they all begin
with experienceswith the same causallyactivefeatures,arefollowed
by subsequentevents with the same causal features, and have the
same belief as output.At one time, Alvin Goldmansuggesteda very
similar solution to the generalityproblem.20We can formulatethis
proposalas follows:
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NS3. The relevant type for any belief forming process token t
is the naturalkind that includes all and only those tokens
sharingwith t all the same causally contributoryfeatures
from the inputexperienceto the resultingbelief.2'
(NS3) does yield a unique type for each process token. But the
reliabilist theory of justification that employs (NS3) is seriously
defective. (NS3) classifies into the same relevant type only beliefs
that share all internal causal predecessors. Thus, on the reasonable assumptionthat the content of any normally formed belief is
causally determinedby its antecedentpsychological causes, according to (NS3) each relevant type can have only one content for its
outputbelief.22This makes troublein cases in which the proposition
believed dictatesthe truth-ratioof all process types leadingonly to it.
In such cases the reliabilityof the relevanttype is settledby the mere
identity of the belief. Thus, the relevant type of a process leading
to any necessary truthmust be perfectly reliable. The relevanttype
of any process leading to any necessaryfalsehood must be perfectly
unreliable.Also perfectlyreliable would be the relevanttypes of all
processes leading to any self-confirmingbelief, such as the belief
thatsomeone believes something.The relevanttype of the following
beliefs would be perfectly unreliable:the belief that there are no
beliefs, and the belief that nothing is caused. Since it seems clear
that in all of these cases the beliefs can have a level of justification
that is other than the implied extreme, these examples run counter
to (NS3).
The problemsfor reliabilisttheories built on (NS3) are not confined to beliefs in necessities, impossibilities, or the relatively unusualbeliefs just mentioned.SupposethatJones looks very carefully
at a tree and forms the belief that it is a beech on the basis of seeing features which are in fact distinctive to beech trees. As long
as experience of such featureshappens to help to promptJones to
believe that it is a beech tree, it does not matterto (NS3) why they
do so. It can be for good reasons, for bad reasons, or for no reason at all. Recall (R), which tells us that the reliabilityof a type is
determinedby the long run truthratio of its output when it functions undertypical conditions.In the normalworldsused to evaluate
the reliabilityof Jones's tree-identifyingprocess, nothingotherthan
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a beech tree presents Jones with exactly the features that initiate
the causal process leading to his belief.23This by itself is enough
for the theory to imply that Jones's belief is justified, regardlessof
how much informationhe happens to have about the look of beech
trees. Since the -highly specific causal factors that led to his belief
in fact are indicativeof only beech trees, his belief must be justified,
accordingto this theory.In the worlds thatdeterminethe reliability
of the relevanttype, only beeches cause the sort of experience that
led to his belief thata beech treeis nearby.So this maximallyspecific
type is maximallyreliable. Reliabilisttheoriesbased on (NS3) thus
are unable to distinguishthe epistemic status of lucky guesses that
happen to be based on distinctive features from expert judgments
based on well-understoodclassifications.
An additionalproblemis that(NS3) yields a versionof reliabilism
thatis not in keepingwith the spiritof processreliabilism.As we have
just seen, (NS3) often renders irrelevantthe details of the process
interveningbetween an input and a resulting belief. In particular,
supposethatJones and Smithboth respondto the same featuresof a
visual inputwith the belief thatthereis an elm tree present.Suppose
that this inputwill occur only when there is an elm tree present- it
is a distinctive look of an elm leaf, say, the visual appearanceof a
particularquantityof tiny notches aroundits edge. Finally, suppose
that Smith knows what she is seeing, while Jones is applying some
ridiculous and unjustified sort of numerology to the topic. Jones
plucks from thin air the idea thatthe magic numberfor elms is nine.
Jones gets a nine for the tree whose leaf he beholds by countingthe
numberof those distinctive elm notches along the edge of a leaf,
and dividing by six, his "tree number".Given (NS3), the relevant
types for their processes are maximally specific. These types are
thoroughlyreliable since nothing other than an elm would cause
just that inputin any significantfractionof nearbyworlds. The fact
that one of the two knows what elms look like and the other does
not and the fact that one process goes througha silly applicationof
superstitiousnonsense do not affect the reliabilityof the maximally
specific types (NS3) specifies.24It is just this sort of difference that
process reliabilismis supposed to make matter.It is supposed to be
sensitive to the possibility that the process one person uses is not
generallyreliable while the one the otheruses is generally reliable,
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even if in the case athandbothpeople happento begin theirprocesses
by noticing what is in fact an extremelyreliableindicatorof the right
answer.In other words, process reliability theories are supposed to
appealto much broaderrelevanttypes.
D. Categoriesfrom Science
Ralph Baergen discusses several examples, explaining what reliabilists might say aboutthem. By generalizingfrom his remarksit is
possible to devise anotherway reliabilistsmight appealto science to
solve the generalityproblem.It is also a second way of attempting
to cash out Alston's remarkthat only one process type is "actually
operative"in belief formation.
One example, discussed in the literatureby RichardFeldman,
concernsa person who sees somethingon a distanthill.25She forms
the belief that what she sees is an animal and the belief that it is a
mountaingoat. Feldmanpoints out thatthe more generalbelief may
well be betterjustifiedthanthe more specific one. So, he concludes
that reliabilistsmust find a way to distinguishbetween the types of
processes that cause the beliefs.
Baergenproposesa way to do this.26He appealsto David Marr's
theoryof vision, whichholds thatin classifying objectson thebasis of
visual perception,we generatea model of the object which "is comparedto descriptionsin a sortof catalogue.This catalogueis arranged
in levels, so thatroughcategorizationstake place at the lower levels,
followed by more fine-graineddiscriminationsat higher levels".27
Baergensuggeststhatwe makeuse of this idea in identifyingrelevant
types:
Our account of processes might well reflect this by saying that rough categorizations are generatedby differentprocess[es] than those yielding fine-grained
categorizations.Applied to Feldman'scase, the mountain-goatbelief is generated
by a differentprocess thanthatwhich generatedthe animal-belief,for they involve
differentlevels of categorization.Also, the processthatgeneratedthe animal-belief
is likely to be more reliable, for there are likely to be fewer nearbysituationsin
which this generatesa false belief than there are for the mountain-goatprocess.
So, Reliabilismcan provide intuitivelycorrectresultshere.28

No doubtreliabilistscan statea ruleof relevancethatproducesthe
intuitivelycorrectresults"here".But reliabilismneeds a fully general
rule. Baergen reports part of a theory of vision that implies that
perceptualclassifications result from processes that are organized
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by levels of generality of the resulting beliefs. He suggests that
reliabilistscan identify relevanttypes in some way thatplays on this
fact. However, Baergendoes not make clear how to build upon this
example to develop a general accountof relevanttypes.
One possibility, suggested by Baergen's use of psychology, is
that the relevant types are the types that are invoked by the best
psychological theories of belief-formation.The idea here is that
while any token belongs to numeroustypes thatare psychologically
real, only one of those types will enter in the best psychological
theory that explains the resulting belief. That type is the relevant
type. Marr'stheorymay have been used to illustratehow this might
apply in the case of visual belief-formation.
We can formulatethis idea as follows:
NS4. The relevanttype for any belief-formingprocess token t
is the psychological kind that is partof the best psychological explanationof the belief thatresultsfrom t.
It may be that Alston had something like (NS4) in mind when he
said thatonly one type was "actuallyoperative".
(NS4) rests on the dubious assumption that there is a unique
"best"psychological explanationfor each belief. The value of an
explanationdependsupon the use to which it is put. A very specific
and narrow explanation might have greater value for some purposes, while a broader explanation might have greater value for
otherpurposes.29
Even if (NS4) did identify unique types, it would not possible
to evaluate its implicationsfor process reliabilismwithoutknowing
what those types are. Thereis no good reason to thinkthatthe types
thatareof greatestvalue for psychologicalexplanationareuniformly
helpful to reliabilisttheoriesof justification.
To see why types that are particularlyuseful for psychological
explanationmight not be of much help to reliabilists,consider the
types Baergen mentions. His proposal ties the relevant types for
classificatorybeliefs based on visual perceptionto the level of generality of the resultingbelief, and he suggests, plausibly,thata type
that produces relatively general beliefs is more reliable than types
that producemore specific beliefs. A version of process reliabilism
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makinguse of this idea would thus make more generalclassificatory
beliefs betterjustified than more specific classifications.That is an
unacceptableresult.Sometimes,a belief applyinga broaderclassification is less well justified than is a belief applying a narrowerone.
For instance,Jones might use a visual basis for both his belief that
the tree he is near is an elm tree and his belief that the tree he is
near is a deciduous tree. He can be less well justified in believing
the latter,despite its applyinga broaderclassification.This might be
true because Jones does not realize that all elms are deciduous and
has just a shaky grip on visual cues to deciduous trees, but he has
good trainingin recognizing elms. Similarly,a personmay know at
a glance that a thing she sees is a whale, but be less well justified
in her belief that it is a mammal.Thus, sometimes the more general
belief is the more justified, and sometimes not. So the generality
of a visually based classificatorybelief does not determinea relevant type that yields a satisfactoryversion of reliabilism.There is,
then, no reason to think that the particularscientific classifications
Baergenmentionsyield types thatare entirelyhelpful to reliabilism.
Althoughscience does providethe tools to narrowthe candidates
for relevant types, there is no good reason to think that scientific
classificationsprovide the tools for solving the generalityproblem.

IV. SOLUTIONSWITHOUTA NECESSARYAND SUFFICIENT
CONDITION

Some philosophers have responded to the generality problem by
explicitly denying that the problem requires a general resolution.
We will examine two such responsesin this section.
A. Constraints
FrederickSchmittproposes five constraintson which process types
are relevant,and then appeals to the constraintsin describingproblem cases.30Accordingto Schmitt,"relevantprocesses arecognitive
processes".3'His constraintsrequire,among otherthings, thatrelevant types are salient, thatthey arefolk psychologicalprocess types,
and thattokens of the same type are intrinsicallysimilar.
These constraintsare not meant to compose what Schmitt calls
a "criterionof relevance":a necessary and sufficient condition for
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relevant types. Schmitt believes that no such criterion is needed.
Instead,the constraintsare supposed to identify the sorts of factors
thatwe take to matterwhen we makejudgmentsaboutjustification.
To explain why no criterion of relevance is needed, Schmitt
writes:
[W]e have intuitions about which processes are relevant. In judging whether a
subject is justified in an inferential belief, we check to see which inferential
process the subjectexercises - e.g., whetherit is inductionfrom sufficientlymany
instances or affirmingthe consequent. We have the intuition that these are the
relevantprocesses to consider.In the case of perceptualbelief, we check which
environmentalconditionsobtain- whetherit is sunny or foggy - and whetherthe
subject is careful and attentivein perceptionor quick and distracted.Here again
we have intuitionsabout which processes are relevant. Reliabilism may explain
why perceptualor inferentialbeliefs arejustifiedor unjustifiedby relying on these
intuitions.-

The existence of these intuitionsdoes not relieve process reliabilists of the responsibilityto provide an explanationof their invocation of relevance. Grantingthat the intuitionsexist, the question
that we have been asking remains to be answered: According to
reliabilism,which type must be reliable for a particularbelief to be
justified?
Furthermore,Schmitt is mistaken about exactly what intuitions
we do have. Schmitt says that "we have intuitions about which
processes are relevant".Since Schmitt is addressingthe generality
problem, this claim seems intended to imply that 'relevant' in the
reliabilist use of the 'the relevant type of the process' has some
intuitive applicationto examples. But that is not so. The reliabilist
use of 'the relevanttype' is entirelytechnical.The expressionmight
as well have been 'the type that determinesjustificationaccording
to the philosophicaltheory known as 'reliabilism'.No one has preanalytic intuitionsabout this topic. It is up to reliabilitytheoriststo
assign referenceto the termfrom scratch.
Philosophersandothersdo make intuitivejudgmentsaboutwhich
features in examples are "relevant"to the justificatory status of
beliefs. Schmitt is entirely right to say that in evaluating inferential beliefs we are inclined to judge relevantthe patternof inference
followed, and in evaluatingperceptualbeliefs we judge the environmental conditions and attentivenessof the perceiverto be relevant.
We also judge to be relevant the quality and quantityof evidence
the believer has. We typically judge to be irrelevantthe day of the
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week on which the belief is formed and the color of the believers
socks. These are not intuitionsabout which process types are relevant. They are intuitionsdirectly about what determinesa belief's
epistemicjustification.
The existence of intuitions about which factors are relevant to
justification does not eliminate reliabilism's need for a theory of
relevanttypes. The constraintsSchmitt describes do not do this on
theirown. They providea varietyof conflictingcriteria.Inhis discussion of cases, Schmittgives the constraintsdifferingweights so as to
achieve the desiredresult.33Perhapsone can, by weighingone factor
heavily in one case, a differentfactorheavily in another,manipulate
the constraintsin a way that seems to give reliabilism acceptable
results.But this is no victory for reliabilism.One could equally well
say that the justificationof a belief is a function of epistemically
irrelevantfactors such as the durationof the token of the cognitive
process that caused it, the distanceof the proximateexternalcause
of the process from the centerof the earth,and the amountof energy
the process consumed. By ad hoc weighting of these factors, one
could get acceptableresults.The theory,nevertheless,has no merit.
A set of flexible constraintsdoes not solve the generalityproblem.
There are, of course, terms in our language whose applicationis
governedby a set of flexible andvaryingfactors.Forexample,when
we say thatsomeone is a "goodathlete",thereare a varietyof factors
that enter into our evaluations.They might include speed, strength,
and endurance,among other things. But there is no fixed weight
uniformlygiven to these factors.In differentcontexts these different
factors may be weighed differentlyand it would be a mistaketo ask
for some fixed rankingof the importanceof these variousfactorsin
evaluationsof athleticability.AlthoughSchmittdoes not say this, it
is possible that he intends to propose that evaluationsof processes
as reliable work in somewhat the same way.34We turn in the next
section to a proposalalong these lines.
B. Context
MarkHeller contends that the demandfor "a general principlefor
selecting the correct level of generality [for relevant types] ... is
unreasonable".35
He thinksthatcontextualfactorsdeterminerelevant
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types andtherebysolve the generalityproblem.Heller elaborateshis
claims about the role of context as follows:
'Reliable' is a perfectly ordinaryword that in perfectly ordinary situations is
applied to tokens which are instances of several types, where those types have
differentdegrees of reliability.Yet we somehow manageto use this word without
difficultyin ordinarydiscourse.36

Hellersays thatthe primarytaskof his paperis to defend the claim
that'reliable'is richly sensitiveto the evaluator'scontext.This much
is unobjectionable.The word 'reliable' surely is context sensitive.
Thatis, whetheror not a thing is accuratelycalled 'reliable' depends
in partupon the standardsset by the context of the ascription.These
standardsvary,dependingfor instanceon how importantit is to rely
on the thing that is said to be reliable. This is at most a first step
towardsolving the generalityproblem.We need to see how context
sensitivityhelps with the identificationof the relevanttype.37
Heller does not claimjust thatthe standardsfor the applicationof
'reliable' are context dependent.He makes the furtherclaim is that
we readily understandapplicationsof 'reliable' to process tokens
that are instances of many types. Thus, when a person says "that
process is reliable",the person can refer to a process token and say
somethingtrue. The person's statementis true providedthe contextually determinedtype for that token is truly said to be 'reliable' in
the context of attribution.If Heller is right,then context determines
two featuresof ourpredicationsof 'reliable'to tokens.One has to do
with the standardfor the strengthof reliabilityrequiredfor the term
to apply in the context. Thatfeatureis of no help in determiningthe
relevanttype. The other featurehas to do with the identificationof
the type thatmust meet those standards.We will refer to these latter
types as 'contextuallydeterminedtypes'. Thus, a phraseof the form
'the process leading to S's belief thatp' is supposedto have, relative
to a context, a contextuallydeterminedtype.
A solutionto the generalityproblemcan be constructedfromthese
thoughts. The proposal that we shall formulatecombines Heller's
contentionsaboutthe contextdependenceof the word 'reliable'with
the epistemic contextualistview thatthe standardsfor assessing the
truthvalue of knowledge and justificationattributionsis dependent
on the attributor's context.38
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C.

In any context, C, if a personsays somethingof the form 'S
knows p' or 'S is justified in believing p', the relevanttype
of thebelief-formingprocessis thecontextuallydetermined
type for the phrase'the process leading to S's belief thatp'
relative to context C.

(C) embodiesthe idea thatthe description'the process leadingto S's
belief that p' has a contextuallydeterminedprocess type. (C) puts
that idea to the service of reliabilism by identifying contextually
determinedtypes with the relevanttypes needed to fill out reliabilist
theoriesof knowledge andjustification.
A fundamentalobjection to (C) is that contextualfactors do not
typically yield one determinateprocess type for the phrase 'the
process leading to S's belief that p'. As a result, reliabilist theories built upon principle(C) will not yield the correcttruthvalue for
many clearly determinateattributionsof knowledge or justification.
There are some situations in which phrasesreferringto process
tokens apparentlywork in the way Heller describes. For example,
supposeJones says, "I have three ways to startmy old jalopy: first,
shifting into gear while rolling it down a hill; second, jump-starting
it; andthird,prayingand then turningthe key. Only the firsttwo usually work." Suppose that Jones then startshis car by jump-starting
it. He remarks:
P.

"Theprocess by which I just startedmy car is reliable".

Here,Jones's explicit mentionof the threetypes serves to limit drastically the types underconsideration.The token mentionedin (P) is
of one of those types only. So, this is a case in which 'reliable' is
explicitly predicatedof a process token and we have no problemin
understandingwhat type must be reliable for the predicationto be
true.
In typical knowledge attributions,however, no contextual narrowing of candidate process types occurs. If it did, then when a
person said that someone knows something, there would typically
be a range of contextually salient process types such that the token
process leading to the person'sbelief instantiatedonly one. But this
is plainly not the case for most knowledge attributions.Ordinarily,
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no class of types of belief-forming processes will have been made
contextuallysalient.And nothingelse abouttypical contexts isolates
any one type. So, it is just not true that in the context of knowledge
attributionsthere are contextually determinedtypes for the phrase
'the process thatcaused this belief'.
To see thatthis is so, considerour initial example in which Smith
comes to know that there is a maple tree nearbyby seeing it there.
Suppose thatJones, who is sitting in the room with Smith, says:
K. "Smithknows that there is a maple tree nearby".
If Heller's versionof reliabilismis to work,theremustbe, relative
to the context of Jones' remark,some contextuallydeterminedtype
for the phrase 'the process that caused Smith's belief'. What would
that type be? Nothing beyond the speaker's intentions seems to
narrow the candidatepool in this sort of example. Perhaps Jones
would be thinkingof something like perceptionof familiarobjects
at a reasonabledistance,or perhapsto somethingnarrower,such as
visual perceptionof familiarwell-lit treesfroma reasonabledistance.
PerhapsJones would not have any type of belief-forming process
in mind. After all, he did not say anything about belief-forming
processes and there is no reason to think that he was having any
thoughts about them. So, there is no reason to think that in this
sort of mundaneexample, there is such a thing as the contextually
determined type for the phrase 'the process that caused Smith's
belief'. Moreover,there is no reason to think that the truthvalue of
Jones's attributionof knowledge to Smith depends in-'anyway on
which, if any, of these types Jones has in mind.
Furthermore,even if an attributorof knowledge does have some
belief-forming process types in mind, the attributor'sthoughts do
not identify relevant types in a way that is uniformly helpful to
reliabilists. An attributorof knowledge may be mistakenabout the
reasonsfor a person'sbelief, and thusmay be thinkingaboutprocess
types that the subject's token process doesn't even exemplify. For
example, supposethatJones witnesses Smithidentifya birdas being
of a certain species after Smith has had only the briefest glimpse
of it underpoor lighting conditions. Jones says that Smith's belief
is unjustifiedand so Smith lacks knowledge. Jones does have in
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mind some process type for Smith's belief, somethinglike forming
a bird classifying belief on the basis of a brief glimpse in poor
lighting conditions. Suppose, however, that Smith has formed her
belief on the basis of hearingthebird'ssong, an identificationmethod
that Jones has not even thought of. Moreover, Smith does have
knowledge as a result. If process reliabilism is anywhere close to
the truth about knowledge and justification, it is the reliability of
some process type that Smith actuallyunderwentthat mattershere.
So, the generalityproblemmust be solved by appeal to facts about
the processes actuallyinvolved in the formationof the belief, not by
appeal to the possibly mistaken thoughts about those processes in
the minds of knowledge attributors.
(C) is incorrect. There simply are no contextually determined
types in many, perhapsmost, typical contexts in which knowledge
andjustificationclaims have a cleartruthvalue. It is truethatcontext
helps to determine the standardsa process type must meet to be
correctlydescribedas "reliable".But the attributor'scontext comes
nowhere near to picking out a relevanttype of each belief-forming
process, and the process types thatare salientto the attributorcan be
entirely irrelevantto the truthof knowledge claims.
This section has focused on common sense types of beliefforming processes. There are also the many scientific types that
classify each belief-formingprocess. It is clear that nothing about
typicalcontexts of belief, or typicalcontexts of attributionof knowledge or justification,uniformly singles out one of them. Since our
minds are rarely scientifically orientated,speakers' intentions are
even less likely to narrowdown the scientific types. Nothing else
about a context of utterancedoes so either.Thus, context does not
solve the generalityproblem.
VI. CONCLUSION

That is the full variety of existing approachesto disposing of the
generalityproblem.In the absenceof a brandnew idea aboutrelevant
types, the problemlooks insoluble.Consequently,process reliability
theoriesof justificationand knowledge look hopeless.39
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NOTES
1

Some authorsdiscuss process reliability accounts of knowledge ratherthan
accountsof epistemic justification.No point will be made below thatturnson the
differencesbetween knowledge andjustification.
2 Alvin Goldman in "Whatis Justified Belief?" in G.S.
Pappas (ed.) Justification and Knowledge(Dordrecht,Holland, 1979) andEpistemologyand Cognition
(Cambridge,MA, HarvardUniversity Press, 1986) defends process reliabilist
accounts of epistemic justification. In those works he recognizes the existence
of the generalityproblem. See especially "Whatis JustifiedBelief?", p. 11 and
Epistemologyand Cognition, pp. 49-51. The problemis emphasizedin Richard
Feldman's "Reliabilityand Justification",The Monist 68 (1985): 159-174. It is
also discussed by John Pollock in "Reliabilityand JustifiedBelief", Canadian
Journal of Philosophy 14 (1984): 103-114. For responsesto the problem,see the
works of William Alston, RalphBaergen,MarkHeller,FrederickSchmitt,Ernest
Sosa, and CharlesWallis cited and discussed below.
3 It is possible to constructa version of process reliabilismwhich is only about
process tokens and does not confrontthe generalityproblem.It faces a considerable problem in making sense of the claim that a token sequence of events has
some tendency toward producingbeliefs whose truth-ratiowould constitute its
"reliability".Furthermore,the problemsthataffect (NS3) below, in virtueof types
having just one belief content in their outputs,also affect reliabilitytheories that
locate a sort of reliabilityin process tokens.
4 There may not always be a fact of the matter.In the examples used here the
belief is either definitelyjustified or definitely unjustified.The reliabilityof relevant types for process tokens thatlead to beliefs whose epistemic statusis unclear
will be of less value to presentconcerns,since such cases are less useful in assessing epistemological theories.
5 "How to Think About Reliability",Philosophical Topics(Spring 1995): 1-29.
The proposal mentioned here appearson p. 10. If a satisfactorysolution to the
generalityproblemexisted, it would be worth addressingdifficulties with details
of this proposal.For one thing, it is not clear who "we" are supposed to be: all
of humanity,or all sentient life on earth, or sentient life everywhere in the universe, or etc. And for anotherthing, it is unclearwhich belief-formingsituations
are "typical".Presumably,bizarrepsychology lab situationsare atypical. But is
perceptionduringspace travel atypical, no matterhow common it becomes? Are
situationsof fatigue, intoxication,and excitement atypical?Anotherdifficulty is
thatwe may be specially perceptiveduringrareemergencyconditions.If these are
atypicalsituations,then the justifiedbeliefs from these perceptionsmight turnout
not to be of generallyreliable types. In any event, if the presentwork is correctin
its mainthesis, thenthese difficultiesarenot worthpursuingbecausethe generality
problemis insoluble.
6 In some passages in "How to ThinkaboutReliability"Alston seems to construe
the generality problem somewhat differently.For his purposes, a solution need
only show thatthereare"objective,psychologicalfacts of the matterthatpick out
a unique type as the one of which a particularprocess is a token". (p. 5) Thus,
he is content to identify relevanttypes, leaving as a differentmatterthe question
of the acceptabilityof the resultingreliabilisttheory.The problemdiscussed here
is that of getting the theory statedand getting it right. Any rule of relevance that
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selects one type for each token will generatesome reliabilisttheoryor other,most
of them preposterous.
7 Reliabilist theoriesthatmake use of the reliabilityof indicatorsor mechanisms
of belief-formation are thus not our topic. But the problems for the theory of
relevance (NS3) below carry over straightforwardlyto many reliable indicator
theories. Also, there is a problem similar to the generality problem concerning
"the mechanism"that producesa given belief. For instance, when a visual judgment relies on only black-and-whitediscrimination,is the person's whole visual
apparatusthe relevantmechanism,or is it the black-and-whitesensitive portionof
that apparatus,or is it only the active partof thatportion?Does "themechanism"
for rememberedbeliefs include partsof the brainactive in forming the belief, or
just partsactive in storingit andrecoveringit? These questionsmay have answers
thatare attractiveto reliabilists,but as with the generalityproblem,the challenge
is to identify a principle that implies all and only the correct answers to such
questions.
8 The results of this theory may be implausible in "demon worlds" in which a
demon sees to it that believing in accord with one's evidence does not reliably
lead to truths.Whetherthis is a decisive objection to our evidentialist pseudoreliabilismdepends in parton how reliability is measured.The objection as it is
often describedmakes the challengeableassumptionthata process is reliable in a
world only if it regularlyleads to truthsin thatworld. In contrast,see for instance
WilliamAlston's proposal,statedas (R) above. It does not imply thatunreliability
in a demonworldentails a lack of justification.What(R) makesdecisive is roughly
the truth-ratioof belief-productionin more typical situations.
9 "Whatis JustifiedBelief?" pp. 10-11.
10 "How to Think aboutReliability",p. 13f.
l l Charles Wallis, "Truth-Ratios,Process, Task, and Knowledge", Synthese 98
(1994): 243-269. See especially p. 266. Wallis relies on belief-formingstrategies
as part of his response to problems that he discusses for reliability theories of
knowledge. It is not clear thathe is attemptingto solve the generalityproblemthat
is the topic of this essay. One reasonfor this unclarityis thatWallis is workingon
a concept of knowledge thatis relativizedto the specificationof a task, unlike the
traditionalconcept which is our topic. In any case, we do not intendto attributeto
him a simple reliance on strategiesas a full solution.
12 What follows is a possible solution to the generality problem, suggested by
some of Alston's language,thatmeritsa brief look. It is not whatAlston proposes.
His proposalswill be takenup shortly.
13 In "What is Justified Belief?" Goldman introduced a distinction between
belief-dependentbelief-formingprocesses and belief-independentbelief-forming
processes. The formerprocesses take beliefs, as well as other factors, as inputs
and yield new beliefs as outputs. The latter processes do not take prior beliefs
as inputs. Belief-dependentprocesses are reliable when, over a suitablerange of
cases, they yield true beliefs if their input beliefs are true. Furthermore,a belief
resultingfrom a belief-dependentprocess is justified only if the inputbeliefs are
themselves justified. One might hope to appeal to this distinction to help deal
with some of the examples discussed in this section and elsewhere in this paper.
For example, if one's backgroundbeliefs are part of the cause of one's animal
classifying beliefs, then the differencesin the degreeof justificationfor the beliefs
mentionedhere mightbe attributableto differencesin the degreeof justificationof
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the beliefs upon which they depend. One might thereforebe able to maintainthe
claim thatone relevanttype is responsiblefor all the species classifying beliefs.
Defendersof reliabilismhave not made significantuse of the belief-dependent/
belief-independentdistinction in their efforts to solve the generality problem.
There are good reasons for this. First, it is likely that virtually all beliefs that
adult humansform are partiallycaused by other beliefs. Hence, virtuallyall our
beliefs result from belief-dependentprocesses. It is thereforedoubtfulthat there
is any acceptableway for reliabiliststo accountfor the differingepistemic status
of the backgroundbeliefs in the examples under discussion. Furthermore,some
accountof the reliable types for belief-dependentprocesses is needed. If they are
identified in terms of, say, patternsof inference, then process reliabilism turns
out to be equivalent to the view that a belief is justified if it results from an
inference that is likely to be truthpreservingfrom justified beliefs. This familiar
view violates the spirit of process reliabilism since it uses processes only as an
indirectway to refer to inferentialrelations.Finally, it is difficult to see just how
distinctionin conjunction
to make use of the belief-dependent/belief-independent
with the specific proposalsdiscussed here. Consider,for example, (G). According
to (G), the relevanttype is determinedby the level of generality of the resulting
belief. Thus, accordingto (G), if two people end up believing thatthereis a giraffe
nearby,they have used processes of the same relevanttype. None of the detailsof
the routesby which they got to thatbelief play any role in determiningwhich type
they used. One could be makingan invalidinferencefromjustifiedpremiseswhile
the otheris makingan accurateclassificationbased on backgroundknowledge. A
theory employing (G) incorrectlyevaluates the two beliefs the same way.
As the solutions proposed in the existing literatureare discussed below, the
readeris invited to note that, like (G), they do not give any role the difference
between belief-dependentand belief-independentprocesses.
14 Alston's and Baergen'simplementationsof this idea arediscussed below. Goldman mentions this sort of approachin Epistemologyand Cognition,p. 50.
15
"How to Think aboutReliability",p. 11.
16
"How to Think aboutReliability",section vi.
17
Philosophersoften invoke examples in which beliefs result from blows to the
head or tumors. It may be that such beliefs do not result from any psychological belief-forming process type. Perhapsthe explanationsof such beliefs must
come from a different science or perhapspsychology must be inclusive enough
to account for them too, simply because they are mental effects. If some beliefs
lack any psychological cause, thatwould presenta problemfor (NS2), since even
these beliefs can be assessed for justification,andhence they must have a relevant
type.
18
"How to Think aboutReliability",p. 26.
19 Throughoutthis section, when we speak of maximally specific functions or
types, we mean the maximallyspecificpsychological functions or types.
20 Epistemologyand Cognition,p. 50.
21 Theories can differ over exactly what counts as the input. The process type
could begin at the surfaceof the skin, or fartherin at some point where conscious
experience begins, or fartherout in an external cause of the experience. Alston
favors perceptualexperiences as the initial step (pp. 12f). He does not defend this
selection. No point made here dependson any particularbeginningfor the causal
sequence thatconstitutesthe process.
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Strictlyspeaking,the assumptionmay imply only thatthe "narrow"contentof
the beliefs resulting from a given relevant type will be the same. No point made
here dependson the differencebetween narrowand broadcontent.Also, see note
17 above concerningthe completeness of psychological explanation.
23 It is safe to assumethatmany of ourclearvivid experiencesof complex ordinary
things like trees are producedonly by these same ordinarythings in all situations
of the sort we typicallyencounter.Holograms,hallucinations,andperfectpictures
are, at most, highly atypical.
24 One might thinkthatthe fact thatJones relies on unjustifiedbackgroundbeliefs
has some bearing on this example. That thought seems right. But (NS3) ignores
this fact and suggests nothingabout how to make use of it in defending a process
reliabilisttheory.See note 13.
25 "Reliabilityand Justification",The Monist 68 (1985): 159-174. The example
is discussed on pp. 164f.
26 Ralph Baergen, ContemporaryEpistemology, (HarcourtBrace, Fort Worth,
1995), p. 99. Contraryto what Baergen says, Feldman does not assert that the
processes are of the same type. He merely points out the undesirableconsequence
of the proposition that they are of the same type. It is notable that this sort of
example shows that common sense process types, like the visual belief forming
process, do not produce beliefs of equal justificationeven when relativized to a
fully detailed specificationof the externalcircumstances.
27
ContemporaryEpistemology,p. 100.
28
ContemporaryEpistemology,p. 100.
29
Comparethe water boiling example above. There seems to be no reason to
think that the explanationat one level of generality is necessarily betterthan an
explanationat any otherlevel.
30 Knowledge and Belief, (Routledge, Chapman,and Hall, New York, 1992),
ChapterVI.
31 Knowledgeand Belief, p. 169.
32
Knowledgeand Belief, pp. 141-2.
33 For example, Schmittsays aboutan example thatone constraint,which favors
a broadrelevant type, outweighs two others that favor a narrowertype (p. 171).
In anothercase, the existence of two constraintsfavoring a narrowertype is said
to outweigh one pointing in a differentdirection(p. 157).
3 Schmittdoes say thatrelevanceis a "messy, more contextualaffair"thansome
might think (p. 159).
35 "TheSimple Solution to the Problemof Generality",Nous29 (1995): 501-515.
The quotationis from p. 502.
36 "The Simple Solution to the Problemof Generality",p. 502.
37 Ernest Sosa suggests a contextualist response to the generality problem in
Knowledge in Perspective: Selected Essays in Epistemology,(Cambridge,CambridgeUniversityPress, 1991). Sosa suggests in a programmaticway thatrelevant
types are ones thatcan "be usefully generalizedupon by us as the epistemic communityof the"believer (p. 284). Sosa does not elaborateupon this idea, which is
a small part of a complex theory. What he does say does not seem to identify a
uniquetype, since multipletypes may be "usefully generalizedupon".
38 Although the following thesis is suggested by much of what Heller writes,
it goes beyond the explicit proposals in Heller's paper.Also, it makes no use of
passages suggestingthata relevantalternativesapproachto a theoryof knowledge
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solvesthegeneralityproblem.Wesee noplausibilityin thislattersuggestionon its
intoit thecentralthemeof Heller'spaperconcernown, andno wayincorporate
of
forsolvingthegeneralityproblemof thecontext-sensitivity
ingtheimportance
'reliable'.
ata symposiumattheAmerican
3 Anearlierversionof thispaperwaspresented
Associationin December,1996.Wearegratefulto WilliamAlston
Philosophical
for his comments.We arealso gratefulto RalphBaergenandJohnBennettfor
commentson earlierdrafts.
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